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I│鬳'35綜蜒銈餬霑錺 MCEX Daily (May 29, 2024) 

* 銈餬濹靼23叩29髏彦舌弖29甃嫗濹靼蠅濹靼満啝綜驅餬麋韭鬝ɱ綜驅餬玹鰧齠爺ゑ滴餬玿戦

麋韭蠅 メ佪嗤ō霜咜瘢訒苫蠅  

* Market data is from the previous trading day. No update on public holidays or non-trading 

days. All amounts below are denominated in RMB.  

1爺甃嫗ぉ邉 Market  

蚌△ 2024 癪 5 黏 28 餬鬝璵鷴 1.2 ‰樞殀簗◓盡瓧啝I│鬳'35綜蜒鰪透銈餬關琶挽藾莉慼

玹DRO玿貮ffi諮濹鬝藴₂ 828 椿卵ffi枚癩巳鬝挽叩頤詮唏 32 椿oわ透阯簿 282 椿堽甃鬝癩嗤

る®皷 3-4 癪蠅 

As of May 27, 2024, more than 12,000 micro and small businesses have raised capital by 

listing their Daily Revenue Obligations (DROs) on MCEX. The listed stores – affiliated with 

828 brands and platforms – are located in 282 cities across 32 provinces in China. The 

average contract period is 3 to 4 years.  

 

サ訒藾綜 DRO(椿) 
Cumulative Issued DROs 

13,346 

サ訒藾綜メ佪 
Cumulative Issued Amount 

RMB 4.529 billion 

癩嗤藾綜メ佪 
Average Issued Amount 

RMB 339,300 

癩嗤る®皷 
Average Contract Period 

42 months 

I│佪 
Micro Connect Cash Yield 

RMB 1.45 

 

竫ホ Notes 

 サ訒藾綜 DRO霑椈並網焞▆23透輿韭峇23透29 DRO璗 椋舌樞◓盡魅損峇23 DRO鬝咎❶サ訒藾綜 DRO霑椈璵鷴

殀簗◓盡霑ミ蠅  

 I│佪玹俸年餬關75/俸年餬咏◢玿鬝觧癩嗤銈衂濹舌俸年歹蓐29銈餬挽藾メ佪蠅  

 る®皷髏觧牟椋に槝29關琶挽藾虔慘餬皷△關琶挽藾ヨ┖餬皷29髮㆙✓眤蠅歔亞椿牟に29る®皷觸T衂濹メ佪腐

☜箋喋篋繁霆椿ホ牟29癩嗤る®皷蠅 
 Cumulative Issued DROs include initial offerings and add-on offerings; A single store may issue multiple DROs.  
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 Micro Connect Cash Yield represents the daily cash flows shared by micro and small businesses with investors 

for every RMB 1,000 invested.  

 Average Contract Period is the average durations (in days) between the agreed-upon start date and end date of 

the revenue sharing period. 

2爺韭峇貮ffi New Listing 

None 

3爺觧霑挽┾玹Q朗₃愫玿Index (freshly brewed tea) 
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In early April, the consumption of freshly brewed tea in first-tier cities remained stable. However, 

fluctuations began to appear from mid-April to the end of the month, with the highest Micro 

Connect Cash Yield reaching 2.59 on April 13. In early May, the Micro Connect Cash Yield showed 

an upward trend, particularly on May 1, reaching 1.96, likely influenced by the Labor Day holiday. 

Overall, the Micro Connect Cash Yield for freshly brewed tea in first-tier cities tends to increase 

during weekends and holidays. Businesses can attract more consumers and boost sales 

performance through promotional activities or holiday marketing. 

 

4爺銈餬戝婿玹I│佪玿Ranking (Micro Connect Cash Yield) 

透｝丷Q Industry 

≃累 Retail 1.59 

晈愫 Food & Beverage 1.50 

黝払 Services 1.38 

靂鑱 Culture & Sports 1.29 

TOP廊寬 ｝舮 TOP10 Segment 

ʌ霜≃累 
Self-Service Retail 

2.53 

タ楯頂殿 Medicine, Dietary Supplement & Adult Product 2.40 

52鉧黝払 Life Service 2.39 

靂鑱57卵 Culture & Sports Goods 2.38 

49卵₆ɚ Dessert & Bakery 2.19 

欷⁷黝払 Pet Service 2.11 

綜鬳璧阪 Mobility Service 2.03 

繁透黝払 Transportation 2.02 

52鉧餬57 Daily Use 2.01 

樞汪礙┋ Household Appliance & Home Furnishing 1.80 

堽甃vわ丷Q City Tier 

宣㍁ Tier 3 1.56 

韭舌㍁ New Tier 1 1.50 

舌㍁ Tier 1 1.44 

捜㍁ Tier 2 1.44 

吝㍁ Tier 4 1.43 
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曹㍁ Tier 5 1.11 

TOP廊寬 o陀 Top10 Province 

𣕚湈昮o Heilongjiang 2.20 

Ĵ靏o Qinghai 1.85 

46イo Gansu 1.80 

弖遧甃 Tianjin 1.72 

吝瑪o Sichuan 1.67 

漚瑶o Guizhou 1.66 

煇偏o Hebei 1.62 

ㇹ兹o Shaanxi 1.62 

'35◓₉皮透阯簿 Macao 1.60 

洳┢o Shandong 1.60 
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咜蘰体｝榜痘輿贊磑猅漳蘰衂濹楕鱈慼尾爺皷淄輿騰52卵爺夭メ爺サ☜爺黐ㇱ牟弋陀佪爺潚

◢爺直乿爺廱鋪爺霑奪濹5454卵蠅 

Disclaimer - Nothing contained in this article constitutes an offer or solicitation of offer, or an 

investment advice or recommendation to transact in any investment and should not be 

construed as such. The information provided in this article is not a substitute for investment 

advice, risk statements, suitability statements, investor education or similar content, neither 

should it be used as a basis for making investment decisions. 

For the avoidance of doubt, this article does not involve advertising and promoting the 
purchase of or investment in any securities, futures contracts and derivatives, funds, equity, 
limited partnership, loans, trusts, foreign exchange or digital asset products to residents or 
enterprises of Mainland China, Macao SAR, Hong Kong SAR, or any other place. 


